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Step 1 - Invitation (Voice Message Is Best!!)

Hey There FIRST NAME! (Chat for a minute and catch up) 
 
Hey so I wanted to run a quick idea by you. I just joined a FB
community that's focused on health, fitness & weight loss that
I'm getting a lot out of. It's a really positive group that already
has over 2,000 people in it, and I thought some of my friends
might enjoy it too! They do free challenges and share lots of
tips... I can already tell a difference in my energy and am
down 15 pounds (or share a testimonial of a friend!) Let me
know if you want to check it out and I'll add you! If not, no
worries! Either way... love seeing all your posts on here!
 
(If they come back asking what are the products, what is the
community, or agree to be added... simply add them to the
Boss Tribe Healthy Living Group and tag them in the pinned
post! Don't get stuck answering all of their questions here...
tag them in posts that answer the questions for you!)
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Step 2 - After the Initial Conversation, After They've Said
Yes and Been Added to the Group

I got you added into the group on Facebook. You should see it
in your notification bar that I tagged you in a couple of
different posts! I'm going to give you the link below here that
has a $10 off coupon attached, so if you decide to order you
will see the discount when you checkout. Feel free to reach
out to me if you have questions or need recommendations. I'm
happy to help! 
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Step 3 - Send Your Modere.com Referral Link!

Step 4 - When They Ask Questions, Drop Them Into a
Group Chat Right Away!

That's a great question! I want to make sure I get you the
correct answer so I'm going to pop us into a group chat with
my friend Kathy/Jordan. Hold on just a minute!

Most People Won't Order Right Away! Continue to Check
In and Follow Up As the Conversation Flows... Remember
to Continue Inviting to Future Challenges, and Invite them
to Do a Referral Post!
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Tips for Success! 

Reply to EVERY Comment On Your Post!! Message the
person FIRST, then reply to the comment and say "I sent you
a message!" 
 
In the Boss Tribe Healthy Living Community, tag your new
person in the Welcome Post and in the unit that pertains to
the product you posted! (Example: If they commented on a
spoon post, tag in the Lean Body System Unit!) 
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